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ABSTRACT
Diffusion flow rate results are presented for laminated
bladders of a type which could find application with positive liquid
expulsion systems to be used on long-term space missions. These data
obtained by both analytical and experimental analyses_ and updated to
include the results of Phase II of the study apply to composite
bladders containing irregularly-shaped barrier holes. Leakage throttgh
barrier holes may be estimated from the results calculated for single
round holes and sllts.
Instructions are given for the application of the flow rate data
to contamination predictions. The limitations on the use of the
analysis and the experimental data are reviewed. It is shown that
the minimum time required for the pressurant gas to contaminate the
fuel to a specific level can be calculated with prior knowledge of
bladder structure parameters. Also, the maximum allowable number of
barrier holes of a given size, or distribution of sizes, can be
estimated for a specified flight time and allowable contamination
level.
Operating instructions for the Diffusion Analyzer Program are
included. This computer program may be used for flow rate predictions
of a chemical component diffusing through a bladder of known composition
and for predicting the growth rate of gas bubbles on the bladder surface.
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1.0 YNTRODUCTION
Positive expulsion propellant tank bladders must, in order to
function properly, maintain the propellant volume relatively free of
pressurant gas either dissolved or in gas phase. The gas, which surrounds
the bladder and provides the pressure necessary to force the liquid pro-
pellant from the tank, diffuses through the bladder wall and, in time, will
saturate the propellant. This results in poor engine performance deDendlng,
of course, on the level of contamination and the disposition of the gas,
i.e., dissolved or in the form of bubbles, .on the liquid side of the bladder.
In addition, propellant vapor can diffuse through the bladder into the
pressurant gas space. The presence of propellant vapor in the pressurant
gas may be undesirable in some situations, e.g., deterioration of the
pressurant gas side of the bladder or desirable in other situations such
as reducing growth rate of bubbles on the liquid side of the bladder.
In order to predict the effects of bladder leakage, one must first
have knowledge of the extent of leakage, or leakage rata, and the factors
which influence it. The purpose of this report is the presentation o_
engineering data obtained from an analytical and experimental study of
bladder leakage (References 1 and 2).
The teflon-metal foil-teflon composite type of bladder structure
receives primary consideration herein. Such a sandwich structure has
evolved over a period of time through efforts to best satisfy bladder
design requirements (Reference 3). Adequate flexibility dictates the
use of a thin wall, corrosive propellants such as hydrazine and nitrogen
tetroxide necessitate the use of a polymer such as teflon for the exposed
surfaces of the bladder; and the use of metal foil in the center reduces
diffusion through the bladder wall. Without the thin metal foil sandwiched
between the teflon, the diffusion rate of propellant and pressurant would
be excessive for long-term space missions. With a perfect (no holes) metal
foil barrier, the diffusion rate is essentially zero. However, small holes
in the foil resulting from handling of the bladder or imperfect manufacture
of the sandwich structure maybe expected to occur in assembled expulsion
bladder systems. This Guide is concerned with calculating the leakage
through these minute barrier holes.
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A description of the Phase I computer program, DAP (Diffusion
Analyzer Program) which has been expanded to include the growth of gas
bubbles in the liquid side of the bladder surface hay also been included.
: ._
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2.0 DIFFUSION D_SI_ DATA
2.1 Physics of Diffusion in Laminated Bladder Structures
The calculation of the rate of leakage of propellant gases and
propellant vapors through polymeric bladder structures is based on the
following widely accepted model. Pressurant gas on the pressurant side
of the bladder is dissolved in the adjoining bladder material and then
diffuses through the bladder material following the laws of molecular
diffusion to the opposite surface of the bladder. At this point the
pressurant gas is removed from solution in the bladder material and goes
into solution in the liquid propellant. Transport of pressurant gas molecules
across openings or voids in the polymeric material which would exist at the
point where a hole is in the diffusion barrier is by free molecule streaming.
According to this process no pressurs_it gas can cross a materis_ in which
it is insoluble. ThL_ a perfectly intact diffusion barrier will not permit
transport of pressurant gas to the liquid provided the barrier is made of
a material in which the pressurant gas is insoluble. This is the case,
of course, for most metallic barriers, for example, aluminum and sl:eel in
which the common pressurant gases have only a negligible solubilitiT.
This process Can be given a mathematical description. It is the
well-known one of concentration gradient diffusion in which the ccncentration
Of the diffusing species in the solvent [body through which the gas is
diffusing] obeys the diffusion equation and the solubility of the pressurant
gas in the bladder material obeys Henry's Law. This is the simplest possible
model of diffusion and assumes tP-t the pressurant gas is transported across
the bladder independent of another process which is occurring at the same
time. The other process is the simultaneous transport of propellant vapor
by diffusion through the bladder material to the gas side of the bladder.
The assumption of independence of these two processes is Justified in light
of the lack of data describing the effect of the interaction and also
because the necessary diffusion and solubility coefficients which m_,st be
determined experimentally are then fewer and easier to obtain.
Having made these assumptions calculation of the leakage rate of
pressurant gas or propellant vapor across any bladder structure is a straight-
forward one in the sense that equations governing the transport and the
necessary bolmdary conditions are known. The remaining difficulties are
due to the geometry of the laminated bladder structure and to the difficulty
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of adequatelydescribing, during =ii phases of a projected mission, the
conditions which exist in the body of the liquid propellant. With regard
to the first difficulty imperfections in a metallic diffusion barrier can
exist in a variety of forms all of which are largely unpredictable. Small
pinholes nay exist in the fold as a result of manufacture; the pinholes may
approximate a circular or rectangular shape but are probably never completely
regular. As a result of cycling of the bladder a variety of openings might
appear in the barrier. These could range from small holes due to folding
the bladder in a point or due to long narrow cracks which might result from
the formation of a crease in the bladder during the folding. Again these
imperfections have an irregular and unpredictable shape which can only be
approximated by simple geometry.
The second difficulty mentioned, that of specifying the conditions
•In the liquid propellant tank is equally difficult. During ground hold and
launch when high-g fields will be present free convection within the liquid
propellant is likely to occur. This causes easy mixing of the leaking
pressurant gas into the body of the propellant. Therefore, that body should
offer very little resistance to diffusion. On the other hand, during
extended periods of low-g coast, convection currents within the liquid are
probably weak, with the result that the pressurant gas will diffuse slowly
through the liquid following the same process by which it penetrates the
bladder. Under these conditions the resistance of the body of liquid is
very large and diffusion of the pressurant gas through the liquid should
be included in the calculations.
In addition, it has been determined experimentally that only a
portion of the diffusing pressurant gas goes into solution in the liquid
at the bladder liquid interface. The remainder form bubbles which in a
low-g field can grow to quite considerable size. The process of bubble
formation appears to be statistical in nature and undoubtedly depends on
the condition of the bladder surface. Therefore, it is difficu]t to
predict in a quantitative manner and in fact, the process is at present not
weli-unde rs tood.
As a practical matter,due to the difficulties discussed above ,valid
solutions for the leakage rate of pressurant gases and vapors can only be
obtained in a few simple cases. Thus, we have obtained analytically the
rate of leakagethrough a lamlna_ed bladder when the barrier contains a
circular hole whose diameter is small compared to the thickness of either
of the laminates and when the liquid propellant is well mixed so that the
assumption of a constant pressurant gas concentration there is Justified.
Good approximate solutions have also been obtained for the case where the
opening in the barrier can be well-represented as a long rectangular slit.
Solutions for more complicated geometry must be worked out using a numerical
program, DAP, which was formulated under the first phase of this program and
is described in this document. However these studies show that the hole
shape can vary appreciably without a significant change in the leakage rate
per unit area. Thus, the results for circular holes are valid to within
about 10% for squares and rectangles when the leakage rate is counted on
a per unit area basis.
I_ should be noted that in principal no steady-state solution for
the diffusion of pressurant gases in propellant vapors across a bladder
into a body of propellant exists. Most of the results Contained herein
are therefore applicable to a quasl-steady-state situation, that is, for
a period of time over which the system pressure remains essentially constant
and the concentration of pressurant gas in the liquid propellant does not
change significantly. Because of the long period of time required to
saturate the propellant through low leakage rate bladders the period of
time over which these assumptions are valid can be from days to years. Thus,
the quasi-steady-state calculations are very well Justified under most
circumstances. The complete problem of the transient leakage of gases into
the propellant cannot be treated satisfactorily in an analytical manner. It
can, however, be solved on the computer program mentioned previously, DAP.
When the propellant is quiescent the relaxation time for diffusion
in the bladder material is much smaller than that for the body of the liquid.
This is due to the large differences in their dimensions. In this case the
problem can be approached by using the quasi-steady state results for
leakage through the bladder coupled with a transient calculation for leakage
into the liquid. These calculatlons have been carried out and the results
for selected cases are contained in this document in the form of easy to
use curves.
p
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2.2 _uasi-,Steady Leakage ThroushLaminated Bladders With Circular
Holes in the Diffusion Barrier
The following curves give the instantaneous leakage rate through
laminated bladder structures consisting of two laminates of permeable
material separated by a barrier impermeable to the diffusing species in
which there is a circular opening. The following nomenclature is appli,-able
to these curves.
DI,D 2
hole radius
Teflon thickness, side i
Teflon thickness, side 2
ratio of Teflon thicknesses,
i.e., y- b/h
diffusion coefficients of
Teflon sides i and 2
7 ratio of Hen_Law solubility
constants, kl,--2.
W mass flow rate
p Teflon density
c concentration of diffusing gas
O
absorbed by Teflon at Teflon-gas
space interface, with dimension
of mass of gas per unit mass of
Teflon (dimensionless)
It should be noted that diffusion is from side i to side 2 of the
laminated bladder structure. A more complete describtion of these results
can be found in Appendix B. The complete development may be found in
Reference i.
Figure 8 shows a typical result obtained using the diffusion analyzer
program. The ordinate on Figure i is the diffusion rate in grams per
second per square inch die'Ideal by the concentration of gas on the
pressurant side of the bladder. These results are included for completeness
and to demonstrate calculations which the computer program is capable of
carrying out. Note that for large radius holes the flux le_el goes to that
which is calculated in the absence of a barrier.
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2.3 Quasi-Steady Leakage Through Laminated Bladders with Rectangular
Sllt Openings in the Diffusion Barrier
The following figures glv-. the leakage rate for unit length of sllt
as a function of the ratio of the width of the sllt to the thickness of
the laminate on the gas side of the bladder. The nomenclature used on
these curves is as follows:
w - flow rate per unit length of slit
y - the ratio of laminate thickness
a - one-half of the sllt width
The remaining symbols are the same as those given on page 2-4. Note that
subscript one refers to properties of laminate adjacent to the pressurant
gas.
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2.4 Transient LeakaBe Th_rough Laminated Bladders with Circular Holes
in the Diffusion Barrier
Transient leakage rate data is presented in Figures 14, 15 and 16
for the unsteady diffusion of pressurant gas through laminated bladder
structures.
Figure 14 presents results for the ratio of the transient leakage
rate to the steady-state leakage rate for a bladder structure consisting
of a single laminate of Teflon of various thicknesses attached to an
unpermeable barrier containing a circular hole. The effect of the liquid
was neglected in obtaining these results. D 1 is the diffuslvity of the
Teflon. W ° is the steady-state leakage rate and can be obtained by using
the results of Section 2.2.
Figures 15 and 16 give the leakage rate and the accumulated leakage
rate respectively for the diffusion of pressuranl- gases through a composite
bladder consisting of two layers of Teflon and a barrier containing circular
holes. The nomenclature for Figures 15 and 16 is given below.
j(t) =
J(T) --
C
0
E
gas leakage rate, gms/sec
total gas leakage: gins
-- concentration in bladder on pressurant side
22 22 2
- K2f /K£P£D£A e
K 2 ffisolubility of pressurant gas in the bladder adjacent to
propellant
K£ u solubility of pressurant gas in the liquid propellant
D£ = dlffusivity of pressurant gas in the liquid prop
0£ - density of the liquid propellant
A _ effective bladder area for leakage (radius equal to 10
e
hole radii)
f known function of the permeabilities of the Teflon layers,
their thicknesses and the hole radius in the metallic diffusion
barrier (Ref. i, pp. 2-8). f is obtained from the results
Of Section 2.2 and circular holes by calculating the ratio
w/c O where f is the steady state problem, co is the concen-
tration of pressurant gas in the bladder on the gas side of
the composite structure. A Sample calculation is demonstrated
in Section 3.2.
t,T = Time
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2. $ Multi-hole Barriers and Irresular!y-Shaped Holes
2.5.1 Multiple Round Holes
The results presented previously for a barrier with a round hole
were based on the assumption that only one hole existed in an otherwise
unfaulted barrier. Under certain conditions the curves of Figures 2
through 8 may be applied to diffusion leakage through barriers containing
more than one hole. If each hole is separated a sufficient distance from
all other holes, then diffusion will occur through each hole (and the
adjacent teflon) independently of the other holes. The total mass
flow rate is then the sum of the flow rates calculated for each hole
using single hole theory. In the event that the holes are closely
spaced, this procedure is not valid. The flow through a given hole
will interfere with and reduce the flow through the close, neighboring
holes.
In order that multi-hole barriers can be analyzed by the results
of single hole theory, it is necessary to know what the minimum hole
sep_ "ation distance is for a given hole size. The separation distance
can not be determined by an exact analysis. However, an approximate
determination of the area (exterior surface area of the teflon) affected
by the flow was made and reported in Reference i. For small holes, a/b
or a/h less than 0.5, the flow affected an area of radius approximately
5a. For large holes, a/b and a/h greater than 4.0, the flow affected an
area of radius about 1.2a. Intermediate hole sizes should affect areas
within the above range of radius values.
2.5.2 Multiple Slits
The analysis previously presented' of leakage through various width
barrier slits is restricted to single slits. However, like round holes
the flow through many slits may be. calculated using the results of single
slit theory if the slits are sufficiently separated. The minimum separation
distance for independent flow can be determined by a parametric computer
analysis. The separation di._tance should be approximately the same as
for round holes where the significant ratio is a/b and a/h. For slits,
one-half the slit width i_ analagous to the radius of the round hole.
I/
i/
/
/
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2.5.3 Irregularly Shaped Holes
The design data presented thus far applies to round holes and
infinite length slits only. The holes which occur in the thin metal
barriers of composite bladders are not likely to have such regular
features. Naturally occurring holes may be more closely approximated
by squares and rectangles. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the
flow rate through square and rectangular barrier holes.
The computer program was used to investigate the flow in a bladder
structure with a square barrier hole. (A mathematical solution of the
diffusion equation for such a geometry would be extremely difficult to
obtain.) The results for two sizes of square holes indicated that the
flow differed only slightly from similar sized round holes. The results
obtained were as follows:
Table i
Square Hole
Dimension
0.002 in
by
0.002 in
0. 008 in
by
O. 008 in
Comparison of Flow Rates Through Round and Square Holes
Round Hole
Diameter
0.002 in
0.008 in
Material i
Thickness
0. 005 in
O. 005 in
Material 2
Thickness
0.005 in
0.005 in
Ratio of flow rate
per unit area of
square hole to flow
rate per unit area
of round hole
0.91
0.95
As the ratio of hole dimension to teflon laminate thickness
increases, the ratio listed in Table 1 will approach unity. To summarize,
it may be concluded that only small errors will be incurred by calculating
square hole leakage rates from the equations and curves for similar size
round hole leakage rates.
The flow through finite length barrier slits may be very closely
approximated by a superpositlon technique. The analysis of infinite
length slits resulted in an expre_Sien for the flow per unit length cf
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barrier slit. Using this expression, determine the flow rate through a
given width slit of length A. Then, to account for the flow contribution
at the ends of the slits, add a flow rate quantity equal to that through
a round hole of diameter equal to the sllt width. This procedure simply
assumes that a finite sllt terminates in semicircles at each end. The
flow rate through any length slit can thus be determined.
Odd shaped holes can be approximated as round holes or finite
length slits. As previously noted, the flow rate per unit area for a
square was very close to that for a round hole. Thus, it may be con-
cluded that the flow rate per unit area is only weakly dependent on
the exact hole shape, but it is dependent on the general hole shape, i.e.
round or slit-shaped. As long as the major dimensions of the hole are
known, an equivalent round hole or finite length slit can be fitted.
.
Y
a...._._
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&3.0 THE APPLICATION OF FLOW RATE DATA TO PREDICTION OF PROPELLANT SATURATION
The leakage data previously presented may be utilized for the
prediction of propellant or pressurant concentration in a given expulsion
bladder system. The concentration level at any given time is dependent
on the total leakage prior to that time. Knowledge of the rate of
leakage thereby, allows calculation of the total leakage.
However, before discussing the concentration prediction problem.
a review of the restrictions relating to the use of the analytical results
preViously presented is warranted. These analytical results were obtained
by solving the diffusion equation in the bladder material under constant
concentration boundary conditions on the surfaces of the bladder and, in
the case of a laminated bladder with a single round hele in the metallic
diffusion barrier, by solving the diffusion equation in the liquid using
as boundary condition the steady-state leakage rate through such a bladder
found during Phase I of this study. The degree of propellant saturation
by pressurant gas can therefore be estimated for two configurations of the
liquid propellant and for a number of different metallic barrier fault
shapes (i.e., round and irregularly shaped holes and slits). In the
cases in which gross motion of the liquid propellant is likely the differ _-
ence in gas concentration, _c, across the bladder structure is assumed
constant. For periods of low or zero-g coast when the propellant is not
in motion the gas concentration, Ac, across the bladder is allowed to vary
as the permeation of pressurant gas increases the concentration on the
liquid side of the bladder. It should be noted that Ac represents the
concentration difference between two points o___nopposite external surfaces
of the Teflon layers. The qusntlty _c is not the concentration difference
between two points in the fluid (gas or liquid) Just outside the surfaces
of the Teflon. The relation between conce_tration in the fluid and co_-
centratic_ on the surface of the Teflon is often governed by Henry's I,aw (I).
To Obtain the analytical, closed form solutions also required the assu_ptlon
of constant diffusion coefficients. Diffusion coefficients m_y actually
vary with temperature, pressure, and concenr.ratlon of the diffusing species.
Consider the contamination of the prop_llant within the expulsion
bladder by the leakage of pressur_.nt gas through the bladder walls. The
minimum time, required to reach a given contamination level is of primary
importance. This minimum time may be calculated for situations in which
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there is gross motiov, of the liquid propellant and for situations in
which there is not gross motion of the propellant using the equations
and curates presented previously with, of course, knowledge of the mass of
the propellant and the composite bladder characteristics.
3.1 The Case of Gross Propellant Hotion
To determine the pressurant gas contamination of the liquid propellant
for the case of gross propellant motion note t'_at at time zero the pressurant
gas concentration in the propellant is zero. Thus, the concentration of
pressurant is zero on the inner surface of the bladder.
The pressurant concentration on the pressurant gas side of the
bladder (the quantity co used in the analytical development) may be
determined knowing the Henry Law solubility constant of the Teflon
layer and the gas pressure. That Is,
c = _P
o
where _ is the [lenry Law solubility of the gas in the Teflon, axld P
is the pressurant gas pressure.*
The bladder parameters of hole numbers and sizes, a_d the thick-
nesses an'! diffusion coefficients of the Teflon layers must be
determined from laboratory measurements,
With _his infor-nation in ha_Id, one may refer to the appropriate
curve or equation of SeCtion 2.0 and calculate the flow ra_e for all
holes and slits. The minimum separation distance of boles for Ind¢ _
pendent flow is generally not large. _us, the flow through n hdles
of the same size may be calculated by taking the product of n times
the flow through a single hole. Uslng the total flow rate through
all holes, the time necessary to reach a given concentratl.o_ level is
easily calculated as the :quotient of co_ce_tration (in units of _as_)
divided by the flow rate (in units of mass per. unit time).
* See Appendix A for tabulated val_es of solubiiit7 md diff_tv'_ty.
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The time thus calculated is a minimum value because the flow rate
used is the maximum Value for the time period consldered_ ActuAlly the
eoncentratlon difference across the bladder will continually decrease,
and the flow rate will decrease correspondif_giy. However, this
dedreaslng concentration difference depends on Che volumes of pressurant
and propellant and abe solubility constants for the Teflon. It is
virtually impossible to ac:-count for all variables in an exact mathe-
matical solution, and the above technique is the bast alternative.
The diffusion data of Section 2.0 _ay als0 be used tO obtain other
useful information, Suppose _1i_ propellant of an expulsion bladder
system is limited for various reasons to _|ttaining a certain max!.mun gas
doncentration level in a given flight time, Then the maximum number
of Imles of a given size ( or distribution of sizes) may be calculated
The rate ,_f leaka_io of propella_tlt into the pre-surant gas space
may, ,ruder p,3l'_ieular condlttof_s, be of' imptll-'taut:t,, Tile equattt_lls and
curves of )-hiq reptirt are aI,i)l/t:able it, this diffusive flow pheno_eflon
sis0, The na_e procedure for caleulating leakagt, rate and total
leakage applies to both prop_llatit and prenHur,_lfit dlffu.q!ort, (_ie need
only use the apprtq_riate qaiues of the dllffusivity and eolubillty a_lid
prt_eeed as provlt_usl_¢ outllhed, In other word_, the. foregt, l|_g results
may be used to write a eonstrt|ction and quality _p'ectflcatio|i for a
bladder for _ly g!i/t_'t_ mi_,.qlon,
As a numerical example, q_ppoae it is dt,_ired tO eattmat_ tile
leakage ra_e ¢;_ N 2 presn,_rant Ra_ throub;h a laml_at-,d bladder _tr,_ctui'e
conAt.qting of'a 5 _tl layer 0¢ Teflon (H',P) on the pl'e_lnurant side,
a 2.5 roll layer of Teflou (TFE) on tht, pr,poliant a lde, and a barrier
containing a circular hole 2 _il_ in radiufi: The concentrati_n will
be asnu_d to be c o on the presqurhnt slflo and zero on the propellant
aide of the bladder, therefore the 5" mii Ia_,er of FEP is mat, erial I,
the 2,5 mat la:cer of TI_E material 2, Timbrel.nee
L_
a = 2.0 m11s = 0.00508 cm
h = 5,0 mIIs= 0.01270 cm
b = 2,5 mIIs= 0.00635 Ctn
a/h = 0.4
b/h = y = 0.50
Before going fursher we need data for the solubility and diffus[vity of
Nitrogen gas in PEP and TFE, From Appendix A aC 200°F
_1 _ 0.065 scc/cm 3: arm
_2 = 0.051 sec/cm I arm
D I = 1.5 x I0 -6 cm2/Sec
D2 - 4.0 x 10 -6 cm2/ueC
V - <1/<2 = O.06510.U51 . 1,27
DI /Z,_1,5
V'.V
The ratio TtlLtD 2 la aufftcLentlV near O,5t) a_, that we Can use Flgur_ 3,
For a/h = 0,_ a_d Y _ 0.50, wv _.,t)tai_% _rom Ftgure ] that
- O,85S
4Dlrac u
T1_e value of c O t_ needed, Since the aolubt[ity of 82 In Teflon c,beya
Ilenry_a La¢, r 1_ gLveti by the pr.,iu_:t of the aolubLllty • and the
o L
aysti_iii pressure Po' Thu_
c t, lPo
Ir_r a pleasure of 40atm_,.qpherea, we fLnd, .q{nR the VaLue of r! above,
that
c - 0,0_5 __._c____ 40 atm - 2,6 _cctcm ]
o 1
c_ a_m
l_he ut_tt-of c. uqed in the calculatitm ale (g-mq/cm_ SolUte) .
o (lira, tern _ .olUt Ion)
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Since 1 scc of N 2 gas weighs 1.25 x I0
2.15 gms/cm 3, we have
gins and Teflon weighs about
c = 2.6 scc
o c_ 3 2.15 gms
I_25 x 10 -3 gms N 2
see
Solution
3
cm
-3 (gms N2/cm3)
-- 1.51 x I0
gm solution/era 3)
Using now the value of a in centimeters, 0.00508, obtain
4(0,855) (1.5 x I0-6)(2.15)(0,00508)(1,51 x 10 -3 )
sec
or
-12
W - 84.5 x I0 gms/sec,
the leakage rate through the given structure.
To carry the example calculations further, a.nsume that ten holes, each
of radius two mils, _x.ist in the laminated bl/tdder which contains 12 ,:
of N204. Assume that the mission llfetim_, is one year, In order to
determliie the ai'['umulated leakaK_' at the end Of one year, .q,, the"
pr_,vlously calculated f.lo_ raft, for a single huic, W ,_ 84.5 x l(i"12 gm_/scc
holt,, Thtui fov' ten holes, tht' total flow rate W T is
W T = 10N _84 5 x IO "II Zms_ N 2
' |ec
or
W T = 7,2 x 10 -5 day
At {he end of o1_e yea_-., th,, ac_,_mulai,,d le_ikagf, will be
-2
= :_5 WT = }'I x [O gins N 2
I
A-sumln_ a uniform dlstrlbut|on of dl._nSlved N2 throughout tht, 12 ft
of N20 __ , t|ie l@akage has thus resuItvd _n a _onventrat-tcn of
X 10 t(m,_ N2/ft] N204, ).I_ln_, tl., density of N20 & (I,45 _m.q/(ra )
concentrat}<,_ _ty be given n_ 5't' x lO -8 g_s Nz/gms N204.the
r
The leakage rate of N204 into the N 2 gas space can be determined
by calculations similar to those above for N 2 flow into the N204 space.
However, material 1 is now the 2.5 mil layer of TFE, and material 2
is now the 5.0 mil layer of FEP*.
N204
Appendix A furnishes data for the solubility and dlffusivity of
vapor in FEP and TFE,
_2
D 1
D2
- 2.55 x 10 -3 gm/cm 3 aim
= 2.10 x 10 -3 gm/cm 3 aim
= 0.9 x 10 -6 cm2/sec
- 0.6 x 10 -6 cm2/sec
The values of <I and <2 are valid for N204 vapor in contact with the
Teflon (the solubilities for liquid N204 were not experl_entally
measured). However, let us assume that a layer of N204 vapor is in
contact with the TFE.
With the above values, _DI/D 2 - I.B. Also
a " 2,0 mils = 0.00508 cm
h = 2.5 mils = 0.01270 cm
b = 5.0 mils = 0.00635 cm
a/h = 0.8
b/h = y = 2,Q
The value o.f W/(4blCa co), obtained from an extrapolaLion of Figu",_ 7,
is ap_roxtmat_iy 0.5. Solvt_g for W, tt_e leakage per hole, obtain
W = _,5 x 10 "10 gm N204/lec
Iz_ a pe_lod of one year, t|ie leakage through _.en holes, each twc_ mtla
in diamRtet, will raise the cootAmi_ation level of H204 tn a three cublc
toot volume of N 2 to 4.8 x 10-2 gm li204/ft]N 2, nr
9.0 x I0 -5 l_,, 1_20_/S;msI_2,
*See Fii_ire i and the boundary cofidltlo_s emtablished - emtertal I tm
elWJyS O_ thl hiCh coOc@ntri_ion (Co) i[d_ 0f-t_e _isdder structure,
3.2 The Case of.No Gross Propellant Motion
To determine the pressurant gas concentration in liquid propellant for
the case of no gross propellant motion the results of Section 2.4 "Transient
LeakaRe ThrouRh Laminated Bladders With Circular Holes in the Diffusion
Barrier" may be used. As is pointed out in the examples on page 2-31, reason-
able contamination results can be obtained for any shaped hole or sllt by
flttlnS an equivalent rour.d hole (or series of round holes). Knowing the
pressure and solubility of pressurant gas in the bladder, C o , the pressurant
gas concentration on the pressurant gas side of the bladder can be determined.
This value, along with the diffusive properties of the given pressurant gas
in the liquid propellant of interest (see Appendix A), and the other required
bladder properties, may be used in Equations (D.I,(D.2) to yield the flowrate
of pressurant gas into liquid propellant or total amount of pressurant gas
in solution, respectively, at any instant of time during this particular
phase of the mission. Equations (D.I) and (D.2) are plotted in nondlmensional
form as a function of no_dlmenslonal time in Figures 15 and 16. These
curves may be used to detet_nine leakage rate and total pres_lurant gas in solu-
tion for any bladder for Whlcli the pllyslcal and permeation properties are known.
As a nuaerical example of the procedure, suppose it is desired to
estimate the leakage rate of N 2 pressurant gas through a lamluated bladder
structure consisting of a 5 rail layer of Teflon (FEP) on the propellant side,
and a barrier containing a circular hole 2 mils in radius into N204 propellant.
The concentt-atl_n in tlte bladder at tl_e pressurant gas surface is assumed con-
mtaut, while the value on the liquid side of the bladder, C , l,q allowed to
Vary d ependiOg on the concentration rlne in the liquid propellant as a con-
acquiesce of gas permeation. Tile 5 roll layer of FEP is materlal I a_d the
2,5 mil layer of _F£ is material 2. Therefore
a = 2.0 mils = 0.00508 cm
h - 5.0 wttls = 0.01270 cm
b = 2.5 mils = 0.00635 cm
alh = 0,_
bih " y = 0,50
The diffu_lvi properties of N2 t_ir_t_ FEP, TF_ And liquid
N20 4 are dbtatiied from A@p_ndlx A it 2_'F.
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K1 - 0.065 scclcm 3 atm
K2 = 0.051 scc/cm 3 aim
DI = 1.5 x 10-6 cm2/sec
D2 = 4.0 x 10-6 cm2/sec
y = K1/K 2 = 1.27
D1
b_2 = 0.48
K = 0.21 scc/cm 3 aim
£
D£ = 7.3 x 10-5 e2/sec
where the value of K_ at the highest temperature employed in the experimental
measurement of gas-llquld solubilltles (140°F) has been used. Referring to
4
Equation (D.3) in Appendix D the value of becomes (the density of liquid
N204, is about 1.43 gm,lem3)
£ = 1.18 x I05 f2
TO evaluate the function f the appropriate graph of Figures 1 through 6 is
entered and the value of W/4Dl0ac ° is obtained for the corresponding value
of hole radius to bladder half thickness, a/h. The value of f can then
be obtained from
W
0
For the purposes of thi_; example y DI/D 2 is sufficiently close to 0.50 so
that Figut'e 2can be tm=d. For a value of a/h = 0.4 and a y = 0.50 that
Figure 2 yields
• IB
#,O-ipac ° 0.86
Tl_e value of co i.s obtatI_ed from ltenry',t Law
%" ZiP
3"S
as in the previous example. As in that example, assuming a pressure of 40
atm yields
c ffii.51 x 10 -3 gm N2/cm3
+
O
gm solutlon/cm 3
and 1012
W = 84.5 x (gra N2/sec )
Therefore, f is determined as
SO
f = 65.4 x lO-9(gm/sec)
= 3.76 x 10 -19 (i/sec)
For a period of one year (T=3.15 x 107 seconds) the dimensionless
pa,'ameter cT has a value.
cT = 1.18 x 10 -2
Enterlng Figure 16 it is seen that for this value of ET there corresponds
a nondlmenslonal accumulated gas ratio of
i
t.
I
i
f
£J(T)
- 0.12
fc
O
Inserting the values of _, f, c determined above, J(T), the amount of
o
nltrogen gas in solution in the liquid propellant after a period of one
year, becomes
J(T) = 2,7 x 10 -2 gms N 2
This is the amount of gas which has leaked into the propellant through a
circular hole of radius _ mils. The accumulatlon due to a number of holes
of the same size can be fo_,_d by slmply multlplying the accumulation due
to a singie hole by the nu_b_r Of holes.
_9
- • l lib- l- i ii . . __
lo
e
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5.0 APPENDICES
Appendix A
Experimental Data
The following data were extracted from References i and 2. Refer
to these References for the details of the experimental method used to
obtain the data•
Table 2 (Reference i)
Henry's Law Solubility Constants of Gases and N204 Vapor in Teflon
Range of Validity Accuracy
N 2 in TFE Teflon
K = 6 6 x 10 -4 exp 1500/T Cc(STP) 4-30 atm + I0%
" 3 --
atm cm 25-i00°C
N 2 in FEP Teflon
K = 4 2 x 10 -3 exp 900/T cc(STP) 8-30 atm + 10%
• 3 " --
atm cm 25-i00°C
He in TFE Teflon
ffi2.5 x 10 -4 exp 1400/T cc_STP) 6-30 atm _+ 10%
atm cm 3 25-I00°C
He in FEP Teflon
= I.I x 10 -3 exp IIO0/T cc(STP 13 8-25 arm _ 10%
atm cm 25-i00°C
N204 in TFE Teflon
g ffi3 4 x 10 -7 exp 3300/T gm
• 3 0.1-0.5 v.p. _ 25%
atm cm 25-i00°C
_ N204 in FEP Teflon
< = 1.2 x 10 -7 exp 3600/T gm 0.1-0.5 v.p. + 25%
atm cm 3 25-I00°C --
T in degrees Kelvin.
A-I
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Table 3 (Reference 2)
Henry's Law Solubility Constants for Gases
In Contact With Liquid Propellant
l,
N2 in N204
24°C 2.12 x 10-1
40°C 2.20 x 10-1
60°C 2.60 x 10-1
He in N204
0°C 2.3 x 10-2
24°C 2.9 x 10-2
24°C 3,6 x 10-2
40°C 3.9 x 10-2
N2 in N2H 4
-324°C 3.95 x I0
-3
40°C 4.80 x I0
-360°C 7.22 x I0
He in N2H 4
-324°C 1.90 x i0
24°C 2.10 x 10-3
40°C 2.81 x 10-3
60°C 3.43 x 10-3
A-2
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Table 4 (Reference i)
Diffusion Coefficients of Gas and Vapor in Teflon
N 2 in TFE Teflon
2
D = 0.83 exp (-4500/T) cm____
sec
Range of Validity
3-30 arm
25-I00°C
N 2 in FEP Teflon
2
D = 5.5 x 10 -2 exp (-4000/T) cm 10-25 arm
sec 25_i00oc
N204 in TFE Teflon
2
D = 0.40 exp (-4800/T) cm
sec
N204 in FEP Teflon
2
D = 56 exp (-6800/T) cm-9--
sec
0.1-0.4 v.p.
25-I00°C
0.2-0.4 v.p.
25-i00°C
T in degrees Kelvin
Accuracy
+ 20%
+ 2O%
+ 50%
+ 20%
A-S
Table 5 (Reference 2)
Diffusion Coefficients ef Gases in Liquid Propellants
N 2 in Liquid N204
D = 4.05 x 10 -2
2
exp (- 1900.81T) c m
sec
He in Liquid N204
-3
D= 3.13 x I0
2
exp (-651.9/T) c m
sec
N 2 in Liquid N2H 4
2
D - 8.28 exp (-3235,q/T) _cm__
8ec
He in Liquid N2H 4
D = 2.206 x I0 -5
2
cm
e_p (+ioo5. s/T)
8ec
T in degrees Kelvin
L
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Table 7 (R_f_ren_e 2)
D£ffu_i_n Cocffi=ients Of Gases in PrOpellant Vap:_rs -
A COmparison Between Calculated and Exp_,rJ.,._entalR_sul_
N204(27_C) N2114(77°¢) B211G(27_C) OF2(27"C)
O,630 (exp) O,600 (exp)
O,440 (calc)
2
p ....
i
T-'*" _° --
A_-6
Per_eatioi_ constants foi" flow through aingl_ layer_ of teflon
(with n'ta metallic diffusion barrier) are given below_ These values w_re
calculated from data recorded tt_ untdlr_etional tests. Tllat is, only
the specified ga_ permeated the teflon d_ttng these rests. Counter-
flow permeation constauts, presented in reference 1, were ealculat.ed
from data reeo_'ded when _wc_ gases simultaneo_sly per_eated tile teflon
in oppose.re directions. It appears, from the experimental data, that
larg_ differences r_ay exist between the _alue of tt_e unidirectitmaI
per_eation constant and the value of ti_e counter-flo_ pe_eation constant,
Table 8 (_fereuue 1)
Permeation Constants
He in TFE Tefion
_,= 0.88 x to "4 exp (-i(i50/T) _ 9_(sTv) .
.2
sec cm atn/cm
Range of _alldlLy
II¢ in _:P Teflon
p- I.S x I0"4 e_p (-1-950/T)
2
sec cm atm/Cm
0,3-19 arm
20,,90oC
N2 In T_ Teflon
P- 20 x 10 -2 exp (-4300/T)._ cc_STP)
2 ....... _ ......
tec cm atm/cm
0.6=19 atrn
30-90oc
N2 in FEP Tef.lon
P= 2.4 X 10 -2` exp (-4500/T)_ cc(S'_)[
sac cm2 atrn/cm
0.3-1,9 arm
35-90oC
N204 in T-FE Teflon
P= about 6 x i0- i0 _ ,=
_2 0.6 arm
sec cm atm/cm 25-90°C
N204 in F_P Teflo-n
p= about 5 x iO=10,
In degrees Keivln
gm 0.5 arm
sec dm2 atm/cm 25-90°C
A-7'
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kppe_td ix B
_osite Bladdt'r With a Siu_ile Round Hol_ iLt the Barrier
l"h_ ca_e of th_ diffusive fio-_" through a single routed hole in the metal
barrier of a eo_osite bladder ha_ bees s_t_ived for two configurations of
tile llqald propellant, In the_ firs.t configuration° the llqald is assumed
to be in gross motion dud to sloshing loads imposed by the spacecraft art/or
thermal conveetton (in a non-_ero gravity field) due to a teraperatu=_
diff¢-rence wlthIB the liquid. Such conditiot_ are quite likely to egla_
during thii launch m_d _,rbit insertion mid ct, rreetioa a_pects of a _issiou.
In the Second c:,nflguration the liquid f, rupt_!.Iant la aa:,uaed to be quiescent
aa would b_ the case during 16w-g coast pha._es of a aisston, The problem
of bladder leakage througl_ a single rouad hole in the dlffustoia barrier
was solvad for both of these configurath'ns for steady-state p_r_ation of
prc_ssur_mt gas through the bladder. The a_aumpt!ou o t ateady-"state diffusive
flow in the bladder is quite rea_mable since the diffusiOu coeffl,_'lOut of
preasurant gas througl_ Teflon a_d through liquids is of the sa_ order
(Refereuee 2) whiie th6 bladder thiekt_e_nes is typically tlirt.e orders of
magnitude leas titan a charaet-eriattc dt_,etlfi!oB in the liquid propellant._
Bladder i.eakagt, With Cross _tton of Liquid l'ropellali_
For th_.s confi_ut'attfin, eOrtsidt_r the arraage_eBt shOk, a i[_ Flgui:f_ 17
which ghows composite bladder with a hOl.e of radius a in the barrier,
......... g-h
_N,-Opc, ning
Material 2
....... | I I -- --I ..... I...... q ...............
x " -b
Flgure l7. Cross Section of ComiSoslte Bladder With Ilole ir_ Barrier
L
B-I
Tht. reflon adjact_at to the tiole is a continuous, solid layer,
l'|tt, di ffu.s i_ t'quat_{_n is the goven_inl_ rblatton, given as
)2 "-_
2 ci ! aci : cl
" _ +- _ + 4- = 0
' ci 2 r ._r
ar -,x-
(_, 1)
wh_re subscript t ri, fers to the uiaterial medium.
The hot_dary condltions specified are
cltr,h;'' - e , c a constanto Q
lind c2(r,-b) "_ 0
_ltxCt' t!h_ strong mix:lng effect:a p, rt_ac, ttt lit tile liquid tend to dlspv:,_':,
the preaaurm_t gas molecul, ea in the liquid much faster than would be the
case if molecular diffusion were tile only meci_anism. In t!xe c_a_ses
where this strong mixing _s present the main reslstaticc t6 the diffusive
flow of pres_urant gas from the ullage apace outside the bladder in.to
the liquid propellant Is the flow tit.rough the bladder,
Furthermore, at tim interface of material 1 with r_aterial 2
within the barrier hole, mass flow continuity is required, that is
_c I ac 2
0ZD1 _ = o2D 2 -_-- , x ,, 0 (B.2)
r _ a
where D I and D2 are diffusion coefficients o.f the two materials,
assumed constant, The symbol p denotes the density of the material.
Also, th_ covdltlcm
1
Cl " _2 c2 " _'c2 x = 0
r < a
is specified wher_ ':I and _2 are tile Henry Law Solubility constants
for the solute Inmaterlalsl and 2, respectlvely. The ratio y is
deflhed as <i/c2.
The expression for the diffusive flow rate is Obtained (i) from a
so_utlc.n of the diffusion equation with the above boundary and £nter-
face conditions, The flow rate is given as
(B.3)
O
--_ I ÷ (7DI/D 2) + "D_
a 2 4[_Dl_ 2 a 2
1 3
1 ,] a3i + (7DI/D 2) h 3
_ Di I(_)3 1 3 YDl_2 .q.( 3 )
I °-..a.
+ 1; D2 hb
(B.4)
_. ,,_.
"._ _ .,, ..e. _
where the density of the two materials was assumed equal. If this is °
not the case replacement of YDI/D 2 by _'OiDI/P2D2 and p by P2 will give
the correct result for the more general case.
Equation (B.4) was used to obtain the curves of Figures I through 6
of Section 2.2. The nondimensional quantity Wl(4DlPaC o) varies with a/h,
YDI/D 2 am d y, where W is the total flow rate (mass per unit time) and y
is the ratio of the thickness of material 2 to the thickness of material I.
The flow rate expression, Equation (Bud), however, is probably valid for
larger ratios than 0.5 with only small error.
TO use these curves to calculate the total flow rate W, one must
know the values of y, the two diffusion coefficients, the hole radius,
and the thicknesses of materials 1 and 2. The value of the concentration,
co, of the diffusing species on one surface must be known.
For diffusion through a bladder with a large hole in the barrier
(a/h _ 0.5), tho accuracy o£ Equation 1 can not be guaranteed. However,
the computer program DAP (described in Appendix E) can be used in this
case tO obtain the flow rate, The flow rate per unit area of hol_ obtained
from s_veral computer runs £or a particular bladder structure, y = I, and
YDI/D2 i _.4 is shown in Figure 7. The curve of Figu_rc 7 indicates that
for a/h greater than about two the flux per tml.t area is nearly constant
(note the flux value for _o barrier at all, which is the value for a hole
of infinite radius). _is leveling-out trend of th£ curve representing
flow per u_It area is reasonable since one expects the total flow W to
vary essentially as the area of the barrier hole fur large values of a/!_
when edge affects become relatively small. Thus, the curte of Figure 7
may be safely extrapolated for even larger values of a/h than is shown.
However, the mini_n flow per unlt area is, of course, the "no barrier
flux level" Itidicated.
B_4
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AppendixC
Composite Barrier With Periodic Slits
An analysis of flow through a composite structure with a surface
barrier containing periodically spaced slits is presented in Reference i.
Figure 18 shows a cross-section of this model.
II
!
barrier
y=h
i
L
X
_y=O
Figure 18. Cross Section of Single Teflon Layer Composite
Bladder with Periodic Slits in Barrier
The boundary conditions are specified as
c=O aty=h
C I C
0
in sllt openings at y - 0 .
The diffusion equation yields an expression for flow rate per unit
surface area of the cmnposlte bladder, W; tbe relation is
Dc O
0
n
(C. I)
where D is the diffuslon coefficient for the teflon single layer, and
d and a are dimenSionS pertaining to the barrier and sllt spacing as
Shown i_ Figure 18,
L
C-I
Equation (C.l) was used to generate a flow curve for such a
typical bladder structure. Figure 19 shows the quantity W/DCoP plotted
versus percent open area (which is numerically equal to a/d) for the
values h = 5 mils, a = i mil. The ratio a/d was varied by changing
the value of d while holding a constant.
The results of the analysis for periodic slits in a surface
barrier may be utilized to obtain flow rates for periodic slits in a
barrier covered by teflon on both sides. Consider the following.
The flow through a bladder structure comprised of one layer of teflon
and a surface barrier can be described by Fick's diffusion equation
w = D A_._q._c= CoP (C.2)
Ref f (Reff/D)
where Ac ffic is the concentration difference across the bladder,
o
and Ref f is the effective diffusion resistance. For no barrier, Ref f
is simply the thickness h of the teflon. However, the introduction
of a partial barrier increases the diffusion resistance. The
expression for Ref f is obtained from Equations (C.I) and (C.2) and is given
as
Reff = h + 2d (d)2 nffi__ in n-_a 3tanh-_- (C.3)
n
The value of Ref f
as described by the terms a, d, and h.
The addition of a layer of teflon on the exposed side of the
barrier of Figure 18 will increase the resistance to diffusion.
Equation (C.3) must now be modified to the form
CoP
W ffi(Reff/D) I + (Reff/D) 2
is dependent only on the geometry of the structure
(c.4)
where the subscripts i and 2 refer to the teflon materials i and 2.
The effective resistance of each layer may be detemnlned using
L
C_2
.,,r-'
o
Q
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Q
w,0
0
q_
_J
4J
(J
,r-I
0
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_J
P_
(',4
0
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Equation (C.3) if a, d and 11 are known for each teflon layer (a and d are
dimensions common to both layers). Consider, for example, the case of
equal thickness teflon layers, then Ref f I = Reff 2" If the diffusion
coefficients are also equal, one has
CoP
W-- 2(Reff/D ) (C.S)
Thus, the flow rate per unit area for a two layer bladder, both layers
identical, is one-half the flow through a bladder with a single layer.
Flow through composite bladders with unequal thickness teflon
layers and a periodic slit barrier can be analyzed in a similar manner.
First, calculate the effective resistance for each layer. Then, using
Equation (C.4) with proper values for the diffusion coefficients, solve
for the flow rate W. Curves of W versus percent open area can thus
be generated for the case of periodic slit barriers sandwiched between
two teflon layers. The percent open ares, a/d, term should be varied
by holding the value of a constant and varying d.
These curves can be used in approximating the minimum separation
distance for independent flow in non-periodic, multi-silt barrier
problems. (It was indicated previously that a computer ana]ysis can
be used to determine this minimum separation distance.) To illustrate,
consider Figure 19. Note that the curve is nearly linear for values
of percent open area less than 20%. _Lis nearly linear segment co_re-
sponds to the essentially independent flow case. That is, the slits
are sufficiently separated so that diffusion occurs through each slit
independent of the flow through neighboring slits. The curve beyond
20% open area quickly levels off. This is the region where the distance
between slits has decreased to the extent that interfering flow occurs.
b
AppendixD
Bladder Leakage With Quiescent Liquid Propellant
During certain phases of a missicL_, say, a long low or zero-g
coast, thermal convection currents and _loshing amplitudes _re very weak
and the liquid propellant presents a significant resistance to the
permeation of pressurant gas from the ullage space outside the bladder into
the liquid propellant. Bladder leakage in this case can be treated by
solving the diffusion equation in the liquid propellant using as a boundary
condition the steady-state leakage rate found during Phase I but where the
concentration difference across the bladder can change with time as the
concentration of pressurant gas in the liquid increases due to leakage
across the bladder.
This problem is solved in Appendix 7.1 for the leakage rate, J,
at any time, t,
j (t) = fCoeet [I- _( e/_ ) ] (D.I)
and for the total amount of pressurant gas leakage, J, up to a time T
where
fc 4fc
J(T) o cT o :=--ee [I- _(_)1 + _ (_/_-) (D.2_
J(t) =
J(T) =
c =
o
=
=
K2 =
K£ ffi
D£ =
P£ ffi
A ffi
e
f
gas leakage rate, gms/sec
total gas leakage, gms
concentration in bladder on pressurant side
error function
22 22 2
K2f /K£0£DEA e (D.3)
solubility of pressurant gas in the bladder adjacent propellant
solubility of pressurant gas in the liquid propellant
diffusivity of pressurant gas in the liquid propellant
density of the liquid propellant
effective bladder area for leakage (radius equal to 10
hole radii)
known function of the permeabilities of the Teflon layers,
their thicknesses and the hole radi_s in the metallic
diffusion barrier (Reference I, p. 2-8)
D_l
Nondimensional forms of these expressions, J(t)/fc and eJ(T)/fc respectively,
o o
are plotted as functions of the dimensionless times, e t and eT in Figures 15
and 16 in Section 2.4. Use of these curves in the design of bladders is
illustrated in Section 3.0.
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Appendix E
Diffusion Analyzer Program
1.0 Problem Description
The Diffusion Analyzer Program (DAP) as modified during Phase I of the
study solves the steady-state and transient d_ erential equati,-,ns describing
the diffusion process,* i.e.,
V2C = 0 and 8(--J'D_72C
8t
and computes the size of any number of gas bubbles positioned at any
arbitrary location on the liquid propellant side of the bladder as a function
of time. Also included in this updated version of the DAP is the capability
of computing the bouyancy force on each bubble (if in a non-zero gravity environ-
ment) to detect when bubble breakaway occurs and of determining when two bubbles
coalesce and then assigning an equivalent bubble in their place. These
events are printed out along with the bubble number, size, location at
the time that they occur. The problem of diffusion through the bladder is
solved using the lumped parameter method or electrical circuit analogy in
which diffusion is asstuned to occur between discrete "nodes." A "network"
is defined which consists of a number of finite volumes or nodes, each
with uniform properties. The user is required to input to the program
the geometrical and physical properties of each node, breaking down the
volumetric properties into capacitance terms and the linkage properties
into resistance terms.** The following equations respectively describe
the mass flux into a node and the increase of concentration of that node.
n
_i- _ c_- ci
j-i Rij
Ci - __
Cai
The steady-state problem is solved using standard relaxation techniques
and the transient problem is integrated using an explicit, or Euler,
integration scheme.
* The Diffusion Analyzer Program is a modified version of a TKW Systems
heat conduction computer program. The modifications to the heat con-
duction program were of a minor nature since both the temperature
distribution and concentration distribution (in heat conduction and
diffusion problems, respectively) are govezned_by differential equations
of a similar form.
**See last section for an example of a network of nodes
E_ 1
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i.i Nomenclature
A
C
Ca
Surface area
Concentration
Capacitance
R
RC
Mass flux rate
Concentration resistance
n 1_!_._,
Time constant -- Cai/]ilRij__
Concentration convergence criterion for steady state
(or zero-capacitance sub-network) calculation
Initial relaxation (damping) factor in the steady
state (or zero-capacitance sub-network) calculation
Multiplying (stability) factor for RCmi n
Time
time increment
Absolute residual mass balance convergence criterion
for steady state (or zero-capacitance sub-network)
calculation
Subscripts
i
ij
Relating to the ith ,lode
Coupling between node i and node j
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2.0 Program Input
This section provides a complete description on input requirements
for the DAP program.
a_
2.1 DAP Input Card Format
Each input card to the DAP program has the following format except
the special input card which is the first card of each case and is
discussed in Section 2.3.
Card Columns Field
2-4 12
5-8 13
9-12 14
13-16 15
17-20 16
21-24 17
25-36 F1
37-48 F2
49-60 F3
61-72 F4
73-80 SEQ
The following sections describe in detail both the permissible forms
which the data may assume when entered in the various fields, and the
specific fields into which data items must be entered.
2.2 General Input Card Description
Section 2.1 exhibits the DAP input form and correlates the eleven
fields with their respective input data card columns. In the case of a
general input card, the fields 12, 13, ..., 17 provide for the input
of integers, the fields FI, F2, ..., F4 provide for the input of real
_loating point) numbers, and the field SEQ provides a field for appending
a sequence number o_ identification to each data card. (See Section 2.3
for a description of the special input card.)
INTEGER INPUT - Field 12_ 13, o:., 17
L
i
.
o
Valid input characters in the integer fields are a leading
"+" or "-" followed by any number described with the digits
"O" through "9" that will fitinthe number of columns allowed
in the field. (A leading "+" is optional for positive integers.)
Integer entries are free field within the column limits, i.e.,
the integer number is not restricted to any particular card
column within the field. For example, to enter the integer
"i" in field 13, the "I" may be placed in any of the card
columns 5 through 8.
E_3
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The program will recognize entirely blank integer fields.
Embedded blanks for any entry, however, are completely ignored.
Numbers written with a decimal point in any of the integer fields
will be truncated to integers when the program reads the data.
For example, if field 14 contains the entry "4.8", the program
will use "4" as the field 14 value. When the program precesses
_he input data, _hls card will be flagged in the printed output
as being in error. This type of error is considered to be a
nonfatal error, however, and program execution will proceed
using the truncated number.
REAL INPUT - Fields F!, F2, ._, F4
le Valid input characters in the real fields are a leading "+"
or "-" followed by any decimal number within machine range
(=i0 ±$8 that will fit in the number of columns allowed in the
field (may or may not have an exponent). A leading "+" is
optional for positive real numbers. If an exponent is required,
it must be placed to the right of the mantissa. To properly
express =he real number "4.16 X 105",the following forms of
the exponent are both valid and equivalent:
4.16E + 05
4.16 + 05
4.16E + 5
4.16 + 5
4.16E05
4.16E5
.
.
Real entries are free field within the column limits, i.e.,
the real number is not restricted to any particular card
column within the field. For example, to enter the real
number "4.16E5" in field F3, the "4.16E5" may be placed in
any of the card columns 49-60.
The program will recognize entirely blank real fields.
Embedded blanks for any entry, however, are completely ignored.
IDENTIFICATION INPUT - Field SEQ
The field SEQ is provided so that the user may place an identifying
label on his data cards. This label will appear along with the other
entries on the card when• the contents of the card are printed by tha
program's•input processor. Entries In this field are optional and may
contain any alphanumeric characters that will fit in the number of columns
allowed in the field.
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2.3 Multiple Cases and Relation to Special InPUt Card
The special input card serves the following purposes:
i) It gives the user the capability of inputting descriptive
header information which will be printed at the top of each
page of output.
2) It provides a means of inputting information on the basis
of which multiple cases may be run in a single job.
(See Section 2.2 _or a description of the general input card.)
Since the special input card defines the type of case being run and its
relation to other cases in a Job, a definition of the types of cases
considered by the program is given in Section 2.3.1 before the special
input card is described (Section 2.3.2). An example of the various
multiple case control options is given in Section 2.3.3.
3
2.3.1 Description of Types of Cases
Any number of successive cases may be run on the program. For
the purpose of this program, cases, by definition, fall into one of the
following four categories:
. Stand-Alone Case
The stand-alone case uses no input data from any preceding
case,and does not save data that maybe used in succeeding
CaSeS.
.
.
Primary Reference Case
The primary reference case uses no inp_5 data from any
preceding case, but the data for this case is saved and may
be used in succeeding cases.
Secondary Reference Case
The secondary reference case consists of the data from the
last preceding (primary or secondary) reference case modified
by the case data. This combined data is saved and may be
referenced in succeeding cases. This case represents the
means by which a new primary reference case can be constructed.
o Subcase
The subcase is constructed by using the data of the last
preceding (prlmaryorsecondary) reference case and modifying
this saved data with the case data. The combined data is not
saved, thus, a subcase cannot be referenced by any other case.
Based on the above definitions, the user, when running multiple
cases, must determine the types of cases present in his Job and must supply
the proper case control cards (special input cards) according to the speci-
fications of Section 2.3.2. A multiple case example is presented in
Section 2.3.3.
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2.3.2 Special Input Card Description
Section 2.3.1 defines the types of cases considered by the program.
The present section describes the special input card and its relation to
the various types of cases.
If a specia! input card is present in the data for a case, it must
be the first card of the case data. If the special input card is not
present, the case, by definition, cannot be a primary or secondary
reference case.
For a pr%mary reference case, the special input card must have the
following format:
Field Card Columns
12 2-4
13 5-8
I4 9-12
15 13-16
Description
Enter 99 or +99 (to indicate that the case uses
no previously stored information).
Enter the case number. (The program will assume
that the case number is i if no entry is made in
this field.) The case number is ued for plotting
purposes.
Enter i if this case will be referenced by
succeeding cases. Enter any integer number other
than I or leave the field blank if there will be
n.__oreference to this case by succeeding cases. If
a special debug print of the scatter load tape for
this case is desired, precede the entry in this
field by a negative sign ("-"). ("-0" is not allowed-
enter some number other than O, e.g., -2.) See
Section 3.1.3 for a description of the scatter load
tape.
Enter the amount of data storage required in i00
cells units (see Section 2.5).
17-72 Enter any alphanumeric heading. This heading will
be printed at the top o_ each output page of the
case. -.,,,
For a.seeondar7 reference case, the specfal input card must have
the following format:
Field Card Columns
12 2-4
I3 5-8
I4 9-12
Description
Enter-99.(to indicate that the case uses
previously stored information).
Not used - make no entry.
Enter 1 if this case will be referenced by
succeeding cases. Enter any integer number other
than 1 or leave the field blank if there will be
•\
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Card Columns
13-16
17-72
Description
no reference to this case by succeeding cases. If
a special debug print of the scatter load tape for
this case is desired, precede the entry in this
field by a negative sign ("-"). ("-0" is not
allowed - enter some number other than "-0", e.g.,
"-2".) See Section 3.1.3 for a description of the
scatter load tape.
Not used - make no entry.
Enter any alphanumeric heading. This heading will
be printed at the top of each output page of the
case.
For a _ubcase, the special input card has the same format as for
a secondary reference case except that field 14 cannot have the entry i.
As previously mentioned, the user may omit the special input card for a
subcase if desired.
For a stand-alone case, the special input card has the same format
as for a primary reference case except that field 14 cannot have the
entry +i or -i.
2.3.3 Example - Multiple Case Control Options
The following pages present a pictorial example of the use of the
special input card in relation to various types of cases as discussed in
Sections 2.3,1 and 2.3.2. Particular attention should be" directed to
tile illustration of the faulty deck set-up which emphasizes the fact that
a +99 entry in field 12 does not indicate that the case is a reference
case that will be referenced b-_-succeeding cases, but rather than the
case uses no previously s_ored information.
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eSUBCASE HEADER: CASE 7
(References Case 5)
STAND ALONE CASE: CASE 6
PRIMARY REFERENCE CASE:
CASE 5
(CASE 7 DATA DECK)
/
/
g
(CASE 61DATA DECK)
(
g
+99 /
I
I
(CASE 5 DATA DECK)
f
#
+99 1 t
+99
(CASE 4/ DATA DECK)
/
/
-99 I
I
/
(CASE 3' DATA DECK)
/
(CASE 2'DATA DFCK)
#
/
(CASE i DATA DECK)
/
i
SUBCASE HEADER:
CASE 4
(References Case 3)
SECONDARY REFERENCE CASE:
CASE 3
(References Case I)
SUBCASE HEADER: CASE 2
(References Case i)
I
I
I
COLUMN 12
• PRIMARY REFERENCE CASE: CASE 1
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NOTE: Setup below wlll cause Case 2 to be sklpped.
- l
(CASE 2 DATA DECK)
_/ -99 /
w • ,
I °
(CASE 1"DATA DECK)
+99 /
1
I
!
I UBCASE HEADER:
I
I ,, CASE 2
I (References Case ?)tII
i - STAND ALONE CASE :
COLUMN 12 CASE i
,
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!2.4 Network Size
The DAP program uses a variable, dynamic data storage allocation
procedure for processing the program data. This method of data handling
provides great flexibility in the program since the number of restrictions
on the size of the problem or various portions of the problem is minimized.
The one limitation that cannot be avoided, however, is that the problem
as a whole must be of such size that it will fit in the storage available
on the particular machine being used. The user, therefore, has the respon-
sibility of determining the size of his network. The storage requirements
for a case can be calculated with the aid of the table given in Section 2.5.
The amount of storage required, in i00 cell units, should then be entered
in field 15 of the primary reference case header card (see Section 2.3).
Note that this entry will then also specify the size of all succeeding
subcases or secondary reference cases as well as the primary reference
case. Thus, the maximum of their respective requirements should be entered.
At the present time, the maximum available data storage in the IBM
version of the program has i0,000 cells available for data storage.
If no entry is made in field 15 of the primary reference case header
card, i.e., the user does not specify the size of his problem, the program
will internally allocate the following amount of storage:
IBM version: i0,000 cells
The advantage of using the correct amount of storage is in the
allocation of more input/output buffer space. This additional available
buffer space can have a significant effect on program execution time
for jobs with large amounts of input and output.
2.5 Storage Requirements
The table that follows provides a means by which the user can deter-
mine the amount of storage required for his problem. With this knowledge
he can:
i. determine whether or not his problem will fit on the
particular machine being used
2. make an optimal storage request (see Section 2.40)
NOTE -- Several data storage regions are dimensioned according to
the highest numbered item rather than the quantity of items. These
include node storage for Function i, resistance storage for Functions 2,
and data origin storage for Function 14. It is therefore highly advan-
tageous to use low-order consecutive numbering for the above items.
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tFunction No.,
i*
2*
7
8
13"
14
Cells
7
7
1
30
(3
(3
4
per Ite_.___m
Node
Conduction resistance
Input card
(Total)
(Table number
(Input card
Input card
*See note on first page of this section
2.6.1 Function i: Initial Concentrations and Capacitances
A. Purpose:
This function is used to describe nodal data and consists of
the following basic information:
i. Node number
2. Initial concentration
3. Capacitance specification
Three types of nodes may be considered:
i. Boundary nodes
2. Zero-capacitance nodes
3. Finite capacitance nodes
Finite capacitance nodes are nodes whose concentrations
calculated from the finite difference representation of the
governing differential equations which include a mass storage
term.
The term "zero-capacltance" is used for nodes which have no
capacitance but for which a concentration is desired. The concen-
tration of the zero-capacltance nodes are calculated from the
steady state form of the governing differential equation (no mass
storage term).
Boundary nodes are nodes which have a constant concentration
value assigned.
Mass capacitance, Ca is defined by: Ca ffiVolume.
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fB. Input Sheet:
Card Field
12
13
14
15
16
17
FI
F2
F3
F4
Description
The first card of this function must contain the
function number (I) in this field. The field must
be left blank on all succeeding cards except for the
last card of the function which must be a card whose
only entry is a minus on, (-I) in the I2 field to
signal the end of the data for this function.
Node identification number.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Boundary or constant concentration flag (see Note
C.3 below).
Initial concentration of the node.
Capacitance multiplier, if non-zero and non-blank.
Capacitance multiplier, if non-zero and non-blank.
Capacitance multiplier, if non-zero and non-blank.
Co Notes:
8 Node numbers need not be sequential or in order, but they must
be unique with respect to node numbers defined in other functions,
i.e., all nodes for the entire system being considered must have
unique identification numbers regardless of whether the nodes are
defined in this function or in other functions.
. The nodal data storage regions are dimensioned according to the
highest numbered node rather than the quantity of nodes input.
it is therefore highly advantageous from the standpoint of core
storage requirements to use low-order consecutive numbering of
nodes.
. If field 17 is specified to be blank or zero, the usual mass
balance equation is used to compute the concentration of the
node; if field 17 is non-zero and non-blank, the concentration
of the node is found by some other method or is left constant.
. The capacltanceof the node is computed by multiplying together
the numbers entered in fields F2, F3, and F4 which are non-zero
and non-blank.
E_I2
. A non-zero entry in an_9_of card fields F2, F3, or F4 will cause
a non-zero capacitance multiplier to be calculated and used for
the associated node. The only way to specify zero capacitance
is to enter 0.0 or make no entry in fields F2, F3, and F4.
2.6.2 Function 2: Conduction Resistances
A. Purpose:
This function is used to describe conduction resistances, to
specify the pair of nodes connected by the resistance, and to
specify the resistance value.
When two nodes are in physical contact with each other, the
mass flow path or conduction resistance that exists between the
nodes must be specified, where conduction resistance is defined
as the path length between nodes divided by the product of the
path cross-sectional area and the diffusion coefficient.
B. Input Sheet:
Card Field
Description
FIRST Card of
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
17
FI
F2
F3
F4
a Resistor
The first card of this function must contain the
function number (2) in this field. The I2 field must
be left blank on all succeeding cards except for the
last card of the function, which must be a card whose
only entry is a minus one (-I) in the I2 field to
signal the end of the data for this function.
Resistance identification number.
Node i)
Nodes connected by the resistance identified
Node j) in field I3.
Not used.
Not used.
Resistance numerator (see Note C.I).
Resistance divisor, if non-zero and non-blank.
Resistance divisor, if non-zero and non-blank.
Resistance divisor, if non-zero and non-blank.
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Ce Notes :
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.
The conduction resistance is computed from:
R -- (FI)
(F2) " (F3) " (_--) (2.6.2-1
where (FI), (F2), (F3), and (F4) refer to the values entered
in the fields FI, F2, F3, and F4, respectively, of the first
card of the resistor.
Resistance numbers need not be sequential or in order, but
they must be unique with respect to resistance numbers defined
in other functions, i.e., all resistances for the entire system
being considered must have unique identification numbers regard-
less of whether the resistances are defined in this function
or in other functions.
The resistance data storage regions are dimensioned according
to the highest numbered resistance rather than the quantity of
resistances input. It is therefore highly advantageous to use
low-order numbering of resistances.
2.6.7 Function 7: Output Specifications
A. Purpose :
This function is used to define the types and amounts of print
output desired for each case.
Individual items of any classes of variables or all items of
any classes may be output. In addition, a special print option is
available to provide greater flexibility in output. Under this
option, any of the output variables may be printed at selected
times (iterations) or on a schedule which differs from that of the
standard print.
Be Input Sheet:
Card Field
12
I3
Description
The first card of this function must contain the
function number (7) in this field. The field must
be left blank on all succeeding cards except for the
last card of the function, whlch must be a card whose
only entry is a minus one (-i) in the. 12 field to
signal the end of the data for this function.
Identification numberof the variable (see Note C.l)
E- 14
14
15
16
*17
*FI
*F2
*F3
*F4
Class of variable (see Note C.2)
Not used.
Standard/special print option flag (see Note C.3).
Node number of the "concentration switch" (if no entry
is made here, or 17 = 0, this option is deleted).
Concentration at which the output specifications are
changed. If FI . O, the change is implemented whenever
the concentration of the node identified in field 17
is above FI; if FI < 0, the change occurs when the
concentration is below FI.
New standard print interval (optional).
New special print interval (optional).
New compute interval (optional).
* These card fields are used in the "Event Print Option" as
discussed in Note C.7.
i
C. Notes:
l. The field 13 entry should be either a resistance number or a
node number (or blank or zero). If 13 > O, then the 13 th item
of the class specified in field 14 is output. If 13 is a zero
or is blank, all items of the class specified in field 14 are
output.
2. One of the following code numbers which specify a certain class
of variables is to be entered in field 14:
Code Number Variable Class
Resistance
Concentration
Capacitance
Mass flow rate required to maintain
a node at a constant concentration
o The standard/special print option flag of field 16 is specified
as follows:
0 or blank - standard print only
i - standard andspecial print
2 - special print only
i ....
E-_ i5
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The standard print option is initiated by the specifications
of fields 12 - 15.
The scheduling of stages for the special print is similar to
the procedure used for the standard print which utilizes both
Functions 8 and 14. A data origin is input as Constant 20 in
Function 8, and the corresponding staging information is input
in Function 14. For combination runs requiring a special print
during the second half of the run, another data origin is input
as Constant 22 in Function 8, and the corresponding staging
information is input in Function 14.
In contrast to the standard print specification, case execution
is not terminated when the special print specifications are
exhausted.
The option of inputting a compute interval for transient cases
is not available for the stage specifications of the special
print, i.e., card field F3 in Function 14 is not used.
If the special print is requested only for the second half of
a combination run, i.e., Constant 20 = 0. in Function 8, an
error message will be issued, but the correct print will be
generated.
It is often impossible or inconvenient to specify the periods
during which a more detailed or more frequent print would be
useful. Any eventmay be detected by a "concentration switch"
however, using the concentration of a selected or dummy node.
This is the basis for the event print option. All of the
information needed to implement this option is input in the
unused fields of the first output specification in Function 7,
i.e., the card with the entry "7" in field 12.
During the portions of the run in which the switch is "OFF",
the print and compute intervals remain as specified in Function
14. Whenever the switch is "ON", the new intervals, as specified
in fields F2, F3, and F4, for which entries are made, are in
effect.
Whenever the switch "opens', or "closes", a print of all specified
variables is immediately generated. Thereafter, the new inter-
vals are implemented oR a rational schedule until the switch
releases control to the original specifications, if no entry
is made in either card field F2 or F3, only the prompt print for
the associated standard or special print option will be generated.
A useful by-product of the event print option is the capability
to terminate a transient run when a given node reaches a speci-
fied concentration. A transientcasebeing run until known
steady state conditions prevail providesaparticular application
for this capability. All that is required is for the event
ii I
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print option to be exercised with a large value input as the
optional compute interval. A good choice is to set this
interval equal to the value input as Constant 3 in Function 8.
The pron_t print which is generated when the switch "closes"
should then be treated as the final case print. One further
time step maybe computed, but the output print associated with
this step will be meaningless.
Ar
2.6.8 Function 8: Problem Constants
A. Purpose:
This function is used to specify program control parameters
and option flags.
B. Input Sheet:
Card Field
12
13
14
15
16
17
FI
F2
F3
Description
The first card of this function must contain the
function number (8) in this field. The field must be
left blank on all succeeding cards except for the las__._t
card of the function which must be a card whose only
entry is a minus one (-i) in the 12 field to signal
the end of the data for this function.
The
Not
Not
Not
Not
identification number of the constant (see Note C.I).
used.
used.
used.
used.
value of the constant defined in field 13.
Not used.
Not used.
F4. Not used.
C. Not.a:
l. Constants not included in.the function input, or, those constants
for which fleld. Fl is blank, are assigned the nominal value
(which is included with the Constant description below).
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2. Definition of constants:
Constant
Number Description
i Transient/steady state flag 0.
- set to 0 for a transient run.
- set to i for a steady state run.
2 Initial time 0.
- if Constant I = 0, thls i= the initial
time for the transient case.
- if Constant I = I, this is the initial
time for the steady state case.
3 Final time for a transient run 0.
4 Not used.
5 Maximum allowable case execution time 0.
(in minutes)for a steady state run
(see Note C.7).
6 Not used.
7 Not used.
8 Critical lower bound on RCmi n -- case 0.
execution will be terminated when RCmi n becomes
less than the value entered for this constant.
9 Maximum number of iterations to be allowed in 200.
the steady state portion of the case.
i0 Maximum number of iterations to be allowed i.
for the zero capacitance sub-network during
the transient portion of the case.
ii 8, the initial relaxation (damping) factor
i_ the steady state (or zero-capacitance
sub-network) calculation (see Note C.6).
12 Not used.
Nominal
Value
_9
unless
Constant i = 0.
and Constant I0
= i., then
Constant ii = 1.0
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Transient/steady state combination run flag
- If Constant 13 - 0 an___dConstant i - O,
this case is a transient case only.
-If Constant 13 = 0 and Constant 1 # 0,
this case is a steady state case only.
- If Constant 13 # 0 an___dConstant i = O,
a transient run will be made to the
final time (as specified by Constant 3),
then a steady state run will be made to
convergence or to the maximum number of
iterations (as specified by Constant 9).
- If Constant 13 # 0 and Constant i # 0, a
steady state run will be made to
convergence or to the maximum numbe_ of
iterations (as specified by Constant 9),
then a transient run will be made to the
final time (as specified by Constant 3)
using the steady state results as
initial conditions.
- In Constant 4 4 0 an___dConstant 13 > 0,
output from the second half of the
combination run will be plotted.
- If Constant 4 @ 0 an___dConstant 13 < 0,
output from the first half of the
combination run will be plotted.
n, multiplying factor for RCmi n
increment (see Note C.3).
time
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Data origin for the Master Data Table
(Function 14) for the standard print option.
Used for a transient only case or a steady
state only case or the first half of a
combination transient/steady state case.
(See Note C.4.)
Data origin for the Master Data Table
(Function 14) for the special print option.
Used for a transient only case or a steady
state only case or the first half of a
combination transient/steady state case.
(See Note C.5.)
O.
.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
O.
O.
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21 O.Data origin for the Master Data Table
(Function 14) for the standard print
option. Used for the second half of a
combination transient/steady state case.
(See Note C.4.)
22 Data origin for the Master Data Tablp 0.
(Function 14) for the s__ecial print
option. Used for the second half of a
combination transient/steady state case.
(See Note C.5.)
23 e, concentration convergence criterion for 0.
steady state case or zero-capacitance sub-
network. If _ = 0.0 or blank, no tempera-
ture convergence will be required.
(See Note C.6.)
24 Not used. 0.
25 p, absolute residual mass balance convergence 0.
criterion for steady state case or zero-
capacitance subnetwork
- if p is blank or zero, the absolute
residual mass balance condition is not
required to be satisfied (see Note C.6).
26 Convergence flag 0.
- if Constant 26 # 0, both concentration
and mass balance convergence criteria
have been specified but convergence
will be achieved when either concentra-
tion or mass balance tests are satisfied.
- If Constant 26 = 0 or blank, both
concentration and mass balance convergence
criteria have been specified and con-
vergence will be achieved when both
concentratrion and mass balance tests are
satisfied.
3. The compute interval, if not specified, is computed internally
from
__" . min
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twhere n < i. This expression is obtained from the stability
criteria for the explicit integration scheme, namely
n
_e i
ca-_ _ ---<i.j=l RiJ
(for the most limiting node)
The input of n, therefore, allows the user to control the
compute interval.
. The standard print option allows the specification of a variable
output increment and/or compute increment --- the transient
and/or steady state run may be divided into any number of stages,
each stage specifying output and/or compute increments. This
print option is implemented as follows:
a. Enter a data origin for the Master Data Table
(Function 14) as the value of Constant 19
b. Specify the desired stages in Function 14 by
inputting one card per stage with the format:
Card
Field Description
12 The first card must contain the function
number (14) in this field. The field must
be left blank on all succeeding cards of the
stage specifications.
13 The data origin, as specified by Constant 19,
must be entered in this field for the first
stage specification only. The 13 field must
be left blank for all additional stages.
14 Not used.
15 Not used.
16 Not used.
17 Not used.
FI The end time for the stage if this is a
transient case; the last iteration for the
stage if this is a steady state case.
F2 The time interval between prints for the
stage if this is a transient case; the number
of iterations between prints for the stage if
this is a steady state case.
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F3
F4
If this is a transient case, enter the compute
interval for the stage. (If field F3 is zero
or blank, RCmi n is used.)
Set field F4 _ 0.0 on the last stage specifi-
cation only.
A combination transient/steady state run requires a second
data origin to be entered as the value of Constant 21.
Print and compute stages for the second half of the run are
input in Function 14 on the card labeled with this data
origin and successive cards as required. The format for
this second set of specifications is identical to that
described above.
In order to provide for greater flexibility in the output,
a special print option is available. Under this option,
any of the output variables may be printed at selected times
(iterations) or on a schedule which differs from that of the
standard print. Suggested applications are to provide a
periodic detailed print or to obtain critical quantities
during a particularly significant portion of the run.
To exercise the special print option a flag must be set in
Function 7 (Output Specifications). The scheduling of stages
for the special print is similar to the procedure used for
the standard print. A data origin is input in Constant 20,
and the corresponding staging information is input in Function
14. For combination runs requiring a special print during the
second half of the run, another data origin is input in
Constant 22, and the associated staging information is input
appropriately in Function 14.
In contrast to the standard print specification, case
execution is not terminated when the special print specifica-
tions are exhausted.
The option of inputting a compute interval for transient cases
is not available for the stage specifications of the special
print, i.e., field F3 in Function 14 is not used.
If the special print is requested only for the second h_if
of a combination run, i.e., Constant 20 = 0., an error
message will be issued, but the correct print wil_____ibegenerated.
_D
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. The iteratlve procedure used to relax the zero-capacitance
subnetwork, or to achieve a steady state solution, is the
extrapolated Jacobi method with non-statlonary relaxation.
The recurslon equations may be expressed as follows:
In Cj n
Ci,k = 6k [ .k-i / _
=I Rij j=l Rij
_i j#i
Ci,k
6k
Rij
= concentration of node i after k iterations
= relaxation (damping) factor for the k th iteration
= suitably defined conductive resistance
One of the convergence criteria used for the above iteration is:
ICI, k - Ci,k_ll. _< e_o for all nodes i
where
= input converge ace criterion
6o = initial damping factor
It has been observed that this convergence procedure occasionally
gives misleading or false results and frequently is computationally
inefficient. It can be seen that finely-spaced networks or systems
with small external mass flows can glve false convergence with
relatively poor mass balances. Adjusting the value of = is no
solution for systems with markedly different resistances, and too
small an _ may unnecessarily prevent convergence when very good
mass balances are being computed. The alternative of redefining
the network may be costly, time consuming, and, perhaps, inappro-
priate to the solution of a subsequent transient problem.
Alternative convergence criteria, based upon the mass balance,
are available:
Absolute residual convergence condition
M
mi'
=I < p
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.where
N = total number of nodes in the network
M - number of constant concentration nodes
p -- input residual convergence criterion
mi' = mass flow into node i required to maintain node i
at constant concentration
Constant 5 provides a means (in steady state problems) of
preventing the loss of output for cases with large print
intervals when the execution time limit is reached Just before
a print occurs. Another suggested application of this feature
is to force convergence in problems in which it is believed
that the convergence criterion is being approached asymptoti-
cally. In making this application, however, one must be careful
that the difficulty is not Just a slow rate of convergence.
This is more properly counteredby selecting a different damping
factor (see Constant ii and Note C.6) or by re-evaluating the
network specifications.
If Constant 5 = x, the steady state problem is terminated with
an output print after x - _ minutes, where
¢ << i,
0.0 < x < MAXTIM,
and
MAXTIM is the maximum execution time prescribed on the
appropriate input control card.
If Constant 5 = 0 or blank, this option is not employed.
For a primary reference case, the above conditions are imposed.
For a secondary reference case, the conditions are the same
except that no entry causes the value of Constant 5 in the
previous reference case to remain in effect. The conditions
for a subcase are the same as those for a secondary reference
case, except that any input value holds only for the current
case.
• ":4"
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2.6.14 Function 14: Master Oatq Table
A. Purpose:
This function is used to enter data into the Master Data
Table in specified storage locations for use in conjunction
with other function input.
B. Input Sheet:
Card Field Description
12
13
The first card of this function must contain
the function number (14) in this field. The
field must be left blank on all succeeding
cards except for the last card of the function
which must be a card whose only entry is a minus
one (-i) in the 12 field to signal the end of the
data for this function.
The origin in the Master Data Table which indicates
where the data on this card is to be stored.
14 Not used.
15 Not used.
16 Not used.
17 Not used.
Value to be stored in location 13.
F2 Value to be stored in location 13 + i.
F3 Value to be stored in location 13 + 2.
F4 Value to be stored in location 13 + 3.
!
C. Notes:
i. The Master Data Table initially contains zeros.
o If field 13 is _ero or blank on the first card of this
functlon, the data origin is taken to be I. If field 13
is zero or blank on any succeedlng card of the function,
the data origin of any of these cards is taken to be
4 greater than the origin of the preceding card.
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Any fields F1 through F4 which are non-blank are stored
In their proper locations in the Master Data Table,
replacin_ any previous contents of these locations.
The following example illustrates the storage procedure
associated with thls function:
Field Field Field Field Field
13 FI F2 F3 F4
Card i: 3 AI BI CI DI
Card 2: 9 A2 B2 C2 D2
The data on these two cards will be stored as
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
A1
BI
Cl
DI
A2
B2
C2
D2
FL%STER DATA TABLE
Theoretically, a succeeding card could have an origin
which is less than the origin specified on a preceding
card, but care should be taken so that previously stored
information will not be destroyed. The basic rule is
that origins on succeeding cards should differ by at
least four.
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2.6.18 Function 18: Bladder Surface Node Information
A. Purpose:
This function specifies those nodes which comprise the
bladder surface and their arrangement. This data is necessary
to calculate the growth versus time of bubbles on the bladder
surface.
B. Input Sheet :
Card Field Description
I2 The first card of this function must contain the
function number (18) in this field. The field
must be left blank on all succeeding cards except
for the last card of the function, which must be
a card whose only entry is a minus one (-i) in
the 12 field to signal the end of the data for
this function.
13 Node identification number of the bladder surface
no de.
I4 Not used.
/ 15
16
Not used.
Not used.
17 Not used.
FI Outer radius with respect to the hole center of
the node identified in field 13 (see Note C.I)
F2 Not used.
F3 Not used.
F4 Not used.
C. Notes:
lo The nodes for a bubble growth problem should comprise a
one radian sector of the bladder surface, as illustrated
in Figure 20 on the following page. The bladder surface
nodes must be entered in order in this function, beginning
with the center node and ending at the outer perimeter.
The outer radius of node i must be entered in field FI on
the card for node i. The outer radius of node i is assumed
to be the inner radius of the node entered on the next card
of this function. The inner radius of the first node entered
in this function (the center node, i.e., the node entered on
the card containing the function number (18) in field 12) is
assmned to be zero.
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All nodes entered in this function must be well-deflned
nodes in Function 1. These nodes may not be zero-capaci-
tance nodes.
The growth of bubbles on the bladder surface can be calculated
only in a transient problem. Hence, functions 18, 19, and 20
should never be entered in a steady state case.
i
i rad
Hole center
Figure 20 BLADDER SURFACE NODE INFORMATION
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2.6.19 Function 19 :
A.
B.
C.
Bubble Definition
Purpose:
This function defines the bubbles present on the bladder
surface and specifies their location and initial size.
Input Sheet :
Card Field
I2
13
14
15
16
I7
FI
F2
F3
F4
Notes :
i.
.
Des cript ion
The first card of this function must contain the
function number (19) in this field. The field
must be left blank on all succeeding cards except
for the last card of the function which must be a
card whose only entry is a minus one (-I) in the
I2 field to signal the end of the data for this
function.
Bubble identification number N (see Note C.3).
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Initial bubble surface radius R (see Note C.2).
Distance r of bubble center from hole center
(see Note C.I).
Angle _ of bubble position vector with arbitrary
x-axls (see Note C.l).
Not t_sed.
The position of a bubble on the bladder surface is specified
by entering the polar coordinates (r,_) of its center with
respect to the hole center and an arbitrary x-axis. This
is illustrated by the diagram in Figure 21 on the following
p age.
The initial surface radius R of the bubble, entered in field
FI, is the radius of the circle which is formed by the inter-
section of the bubble with the bladder surface. This is
not the radius of the bubble sphere, except in angle (see
Function 20) is 90 degrees. A value of zero must not be
entered for R.
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e The bubble data storage regions are d_mensioned according
to the highest numbered bubble rather than the quantity of
bubbles input. It is therefore highly advantageous to use
low-order numbering of bubbles.
Bubble # N
A Arb rit rary
X-axls
f
--_
Figure 21 BUBBLE DEFINITION
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Function 20: Bubble Constants
Re Purpose :
This function is used to specify •various physical constants
relating to the calculation of bubble growth and breakaway.
B. Input Sheet :
Card Field Description
2.6.20
C.
I2
I3
14
15
16
17
FI
F2
F3
F4
Notes:
i.
The first card of this function must contain
the function number (20) in this field. The field
must be left blank on all succeeding cards except
for the last card of the function which must
be a card whose only entry is a minus one (-i)
in the 12 field to signal the end of the data
for this function.
The identification number of the constant (see
Note C.I).
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
The value of the constant defined in field 13.
Not used.
Not used.
Not used.
Definition of constants :
Constant
Numb e r
i
2
3
Des cription
P - total pressure
PV - vapor pressure propellant
K£ - solubility of pressurant gas in liquld
p ropellant
9 - solid-llquid contact angle for bladder-liquld
propellant (expressed in degrees)
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eCons'_ant
N_nber
5
6
7
8
9
Description
g - acceleration of gravity
o - liquid propellant surface tension
0 - density of liquid propellant
0 k - density of pressuran_ gas
D_ - diffusivity of pressurant gas in liquid
propellant
A value for each of the nine constants defined above
must be entered for a case; no nominal values are assumed.
L
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w3.0 Operatin_ Procedures
The following sections give a brief description of the physical
deck set up for running the DAP program.
3.1 Deck SeT Up Guide
Due to the many differences in operating systems at different
computer installations, the following is meant tc be only a general
_uide for setting up the DAP deck.
IBM 7094 Operating System
Standard IBSYS with version 13, FORTRAN IV
INP r/ou UT UNITS
INPUT ON LOGICAL L_IT 05
• OUTPUT ON LOGICAL UNIT 03
LOGICAL TAPE UNITS NEEDED
LOGICAL TAPE UNITS 08, I0, ii ARE USED BY DAP
SPECIAL CONTROL CARDS
The size of blank common used by DAP is set by the _USE card.
The amount of blank common specified must be larger by
200 cells than the amount specified on the special input
card (see Section 2.3) or the Job will abort while printing
out the letters DAP.
OVERLAY
N_NE
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4.0 Nodal Network Example
@.n example of a nodal network is presented in this section. The
network describes a composite bladder structure consisting of a thin
barrier containing a round hole of 10 -2 inch rsdius and a 5 x 10 -3 inch
teflon layer on each side.
Two dimensional flow occurs through the bladder structure with
symmetry existing about the hole centerline. Therefore the flow through
only a wedge-shaped section shall be considered. Here a one radian
sector is chosen. Thus, the final computer print-out of mass flow rate
must be multiplied by 2z to obtain the flow rate for the entire hole.
Only the network for one half of the one radian section of the
composite structure is shown below. The network for the region on the
opposite side of the barrier is identical, and is symmetrical to the
barrier plane. Figure 22 shows the section of the bladder structure
which the nodal network models. The nodes are in the plane indicated.
Figure 23a shows the nodes, numbered and dimensioned for the
example network. The resistors are shown in Figure 23b. Each llne
joining two nodes represents a possible flow path and has a "resistance"
value. In the event that a transient problem arises (although, as
indicated earlier the transients occur very quickly and should be of
little interest), capacitance values must be assigned to each node.
Specific details of the network will now be considered. An
important factor in designing the network is to incorporate flow paths
through the structure which closely approximate the expected "flow lines.
(The term flow llne refers to the mass flux path and is similar to a
streamline in fluid mechanics.) Thusa fine network (nodes close
together) isnecessary •where the flow converges to pass through the
barrier. Away from the barrier, the physical flow lines should not
diverge or curve sharply so that a coarse network (nodes further apart)
can be used. A course network throughoutis desirable from the stand-
point of economy of computer time. However, an excessively coarse
network will result in inaccurate mass flow values due to the fact that
the flow paths are not sufficiently slmilarto the actual physlcal flow
lines.
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Plane of
Nodal Network
Hole
Centerline
Hole
Barriez (Similar Section
below Barrier
Figure 22.
"Sketch of upper one half of the wedge shaped,
one radian, segment of composite bladder which
is used to develop a nodal network."
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0.9
0.5
_ Exposed Surface
• 50 _ q_49
41
,32
,23
48 45
40 39 ,38 37 36
31 3o 29 :8 27
44 43
,35 3. 33
_6 _5 i 24
22 ;1. 20 |9 ,.!8 17 ,16 [5
_14 13 _12 11 10 9
barrier 5 4
inches)
Figure not to scale
All dimensions in mils (10 -3
Notes: I)
2)
3) Nodes 42 through 50 are maintained at a
constant concentration.
8 7 6
3 ,,L2 1
J
Hole Radius
Hole
rline
Figure 23a. Node Numbers and Physical Dimensions of a Nodal Network
Representing a Region of the Cross Section of a Laminated
Bladder with a Hole in Barrier
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i77 76 75 74 73 72 [11 ;'0 59
Hole
:erllne
36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29
68 57 65 65 64 63 62 !61 50
28 27 26 _ 25
!
59 58 57 56
20 19 18 17 :
_9 48 47
_ lo L 9
r
b ar!ier _ _ L
50
24 23 , 22 L 21
• w
55 54 ,53 52 51
16 15 14 13
46 45 _4 43 42
8 7 6 5
41 40 39 %8 37
4. 3 2 . I
Notes: Resistors i through 36 are radial resistors.
Resistors 37 through 77 are axial resistors.
Figure 23b. Resistor Numbers for Network of Figure 20a
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The distance that the network should extend in the radial direction
depends on the radius of the hole relative to the teflon laminate
thickness. The network must extend to a radius r from the hole center-
o
line such that any network enlargement beyond r causes only a very
o
small increase in mass flux. Usually several computer runs are required
to determine if the network extends far enough outward. It was stated
in a previous section that for a/h less than 0.5, the flow affects an
area of radius approximately 5a around the hole (this corresponds to a
minimum hole separation distance of lOa). The value, 5a, was deter-
mined as indicated above from several computer runs with varying network
radius.
Two types of resistors are indicated in Figure 23b. The resistors
parallel to the centerllne of the hole are designated as axial; the
resistors perpendicular to the centerline are designated as radial. Both
types have values dependent on the distance between the two nodes under
consideration, on the cross-sectlonal area of the element joining the tWO
nodes, and on the diffusion coefficient of the material. The mathematical
expression for the value of radial resistors is given as*
£n(r2/r I)
Rrad = AD
The axial reslst_rs have values given by
L
R = --
ax DA
t
The nomenclature of the resistance equations is most easily explained
by reference to the example network. Consider radial resistor 27, which
connects nodes 30 and 31. The distance r2 is from the hole centerllne
to node•31; rI is from the hole centerline to node 30. For resistor 27,
r2 = 19 mils, and rI = 15 mils. The term £ is the thickness of the
element that connects nodes 30 and 31. It is calculated as one half
the distance from node 30 to node 39 plus one half the distance from
node 30 to node 21, or £ = (1/2)(1.3 + 0.9) mils. The term D Is the
diffusion coefficient of the particular medium being used.
*Expressions for diffusion resistances are similar to those for heat
transfer but with the diffusion coefficient substituted for the thermal
conductivity, See any conduetion heat transfer text.
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mConsider axial resistor 58, which connects nodes 22 and 31.
The term L is the distance between nodes 22 and 31, or 0.9 mils. The
area A is the area of the element connecting nodes •22 and 31. Figure 24
shows part of the cross section of the wedge shaped section in the plane
of nodes 15 through 23. The area A for axial resistor 58 is shown cross
hatched.
23
_ra
Figure 24. Area A of Axial Resistor 58
The cross-hatched area extends from midway between nodes 21 and 22
to midway between nodes 22 and 23. From Figure 23a, it is determined
that ra = 17 mils, and rb = 13.5 mils. Since the wedge-shaped section
is a one radian sector,
2
A = (r a - rb 2)/2
A transient flow problem may also be analyzed by the DAP program.
For transient runs, the "capacitance" of each node to absorb mass is
a required input. The capacitance of a given node is simply the volmne
of an element which surround the node. The elemental volume fornode 22
may be calculated as the product ofpthe cross-hatched area A of Figure 24
and a distance _, where _ is one half the distance between nodes 13 and
22 plus one half the distance between nodes 22 and 31, i.e.
* (1/2)(0.5-+ 0.9).
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An infinite slit problem may be analyzed by the DAP program.
Cartesian coordinates best describe the nodal network, which will appear
similar to Figures 23a and 23b. However the network no longer represents
a one radian sector, but a slab of depth Az. The calculated flow rate
will thus have the units of mass flow rate per Az length of slit. The
resistance values, for both x and y-directions in the network plane,
are determined from the expression
L
R =-
AD
where L is the distance between the nodes connected by the resistor,
A is the cross-sectional area of the rectangular element (of depth Az),
and D is the diffusion coefficient of the material.
The analytical results previously presented account for bladder
structures where T # !; that is, when the solubility constants of the
two teflon layers are not equal. In such a case, a concentration
discontinuity exists at the interface of the two teflon layers (this
interface occurs at the barrier holes). However, the DAP computer
program is not capable of handling concentration discontinuities. Thus,
in order to use DAP, an equivalent bladder, with no concentration
discontinuities, must be modeled with a nodal network. Given a bladder
structure with y # i, an equivalent structure is one which has diffusion
coefficients given as
(Dl)equivalent = yD I
(D2)equivalent = D2
These equivalent values of diffusion coefficients are used in resistance
calculations.
Previous sections give general input instructions for the nodal
network information. However, more specific details should be given
concerning the initial concentration input. For a steady-state diffusion
problem, the concentration values input to the computer are simply the
best estimates which can be made of the final answers. For a transient
problem, the values input to the computer are the exact initial values
of the concentration as determined from the physical problem.
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Severa_ comments concerning the final answers printed out are
pertinent at this time. A print-out will be made entitled "All Mass
Flow to Maintain Constant Concentration Nodes." These are mass flux
values, in units consistent with those used for input quantities, to
the surface nodes. Negative values indicate mass flow into the sur-
face; positive values indicate mass flow out of the surface. The sum
of all negative terms, which is the total mass flow into the bladder
structure, is given under "Convergence Data" and is designated
"Sum(M-)." Likewise, the sum of all positive terms is designated
"Sum(M+)." For steady-state cases, _he difference of Sum(M-) and
Sum(M+) is printed out and designated as "Residual." The magnitude
of the Residual should be much smaller than Sum(M-) or Sum(M+).
Otherwise, sufficient iterations have not been performed by the computer
to reach a reasonably steady state, final condition.
i
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